About this report

This report analyses the opportunity for communications service providers (CSPs) to sell security-as-a-service (SECaaS) solutions to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

The SECaaS model provides CSPs with an opportunity to:
- boost declining revenue from the enterprise sector
- reduce churn
- enhance their brand.

The report provides recommendations for CSPs, and outlines a framework that will help network security vendors to understand the SECaaS market for SMEs from a CSP perspective. It also:
- details the elements of a CSP SECaaS proposition for SMEs
- includes case studies of network security offerings from two operators, Deutsche Telekom and M1 (Singapore)
- lists key vendors of network security solutions for SMEs.

It is based on:
- Analysys Mason’s research on SECaaS
- a series of interviews and discussions with stakeholders in the SECaaS market, including CSPs and vendors.

KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THIS REPORT
- What role do CSPs play in the SME security market, and how can they use SECaaS to increase their share in that market?
- What are the main opportunities and risks?
- How can CSPs leverage their established capabilities to build a SECaaS value proposition?
- What are the key components of a successful CSP strategy in the SECaaS market for SMEs?

WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT
- SECaaS and managed security service provider (MSSP) groups within CSPs.
- Strategy teams and senior executives within CSPs and vendors that are defining their organisations’ roles in the cyber security space.

1 Network (or cyber) security consists of the steps necessary in hardware and software, as well as in human behaviour and processes, to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of infrastructure and the applications and services that run over it.
Executive summary

Cyber threats are an increasing risk to SMEs without adequate network security. Operators can increase revenue, reduce churn and enhance their brand by targeting this customer segment with security services.

SMEs have compelling reasons to invest in cyber security and to outsource it as a service. Evidence shows that security concerns are the greatest barrier to SMEs investing in the cloud.¹

Operators are in a strong position to offer security services to SMEs because they have the scale with which to buy best-of-breed security solutions at competitive cost, bundle them in a comprehensive security portfolio, and combine them with connectivity in the cloud or on the SME customer premises.

Selling security to SMEs is not straightforward. Many will not buy services they do not understand. Cloud-based security vendors, Internet companies and a myriad of mostly small managed service providers (MSPs) are also key players in this space.

We recommend that operators:

- take the lead in communicating cyber security risk to SMEs
- design security services that are easy for SMEs to use
- use scale, trust, bundling and value-added services to differentiate themselves.

¹ For example, see www.cybersecurity-insiders.com/portfolio/download-cloud-security-report.

Figure 1: Supplying cyber security-related services to the SME market will have three main benefits for CSPs

Source: Analysys Mason
SECaaS for SMEs is an opportunity for CSPs to arrest the decline in revenue from enterprise services

The enterprise revenue of CSPs is declining, but SECaaS represents an obvious opportunity for CSPs to fill that revenue gap.

CSPs’ enterprise revenue generally declined between 2015 and 2016 (see Figure 2).

Analysis of enterprise and ICT revenue of several large operators suggests that strong ICT sales is linked to relative success in arresting – or even reversing – declining enterprise revenue. Operators with robust ICT portfolios report the strongest overall enterprise revenue – AT&T, Orange, Singtel and Swisscom all performed better than the average.

SECaaS solutions for SMEs are an almost entirely new revenue opportunity for most CSPs. If CSPs can execute on it well, selling SECaaS to SMEs could help to fill the revenue gap.

---

1 Definitions of enterprise and ICT revenue vary by operator, but ICT revenue usually includes new areas such as cloud and security service, and excludes traditional connectivity revenue.

2 For more information, see Singtel outperforms a declining telecoms enterprise market. Available at www.analysysmason.com/Singtel-enterprise-market-Apr2017.
We suggest that operators use six basic principles to frame their approach to SECaaS for SMEs

CSPs should leverage their inherent advantages of scale and connectivity footprint when developing a SECaaS strategy for SMEs, but should augment the strategy with capabilities built around six key principles.

- **Ease of use.** If security solutions are difficult to use, SMEs will either not buy them, or will make lots of customer care calls that will deplete margins.

- Many SMEs need to see **demonstrable value** – not theoretical value – before purchasing. A free customer trial that illustrates the unique threats to which they are subject is the best way to drive willingness to pay.

- SECaaS value propositions need a **rich portfolio of services** beginning with a firewall and evolving towards IDS/IPS, DDoS protection, malware detection and other services, including cyber insurance for when attacks get through.

- CSPs need to lead in providing **customer education** on the unique ways in which cyber threats put SMEs at risk. CSPs should actively support cyber awareness programmes run by national, regional and local government as a new, and potentially important, channel to market.

- A **highly software-controlled infrastructure** platform is critical for delivering SECaaS to SMEs. This should enable faster instantiation and updating of services.

Figure 4: Overview of six principles for CSPs to remember when designing and selling SECaaS solutions to SMEs
Recommendations for CSPs

1. **CSPs should lead in communicating cyber security risk to SMEs.**
   CSPs should drive demand by leading in communicating the specific cyber risks that SMEs face in the cloud and on their premises. Many SMEs have inadequate understanding of this. They also lack awareness of the legal obligations to protect third-party data that forthcoming data protection regulations will demand. Many SMEs will not spend more on security without a better understanding of security risks and how to manage them.

2. **CSPs should prioritise ease of use when designing the security service suite.**
   SMEs do not want services that are difficult to use. Such services lead to customer dissatisfaction and heavy use of customer support, which will threaten CSPs’ margins. Bundling security with connectivity is a good starting point. However, most SMEs also want security software delivered from the cloud as a service direct to a PC or management console. Championing ease of use also means prioritising it over marginal gains in security efficacy. Solutions that are easy to use should be easy to sell.

3. **CSPs should use their scale, service bundling and reputations as local trusted providers to differentiate themselves from potential competitors.**
   The ability to build a comprehensive suite of security services at low cost is a key differentiator for CSPs, as is the ability to bundle those services with connectivity. Further differentiation is challenging but achievable. CSPs should consider offering options such as cyber security insurance and C-Suite training in cyber-attack crisis management. CSPs may also be able to use locally run and managed data centres as a differentiator.
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